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Enjoy it or not, senior occasions happen. We might as well laugh about them and thank God
for just how they add curiosity to your lives. This book provides encouragement to people in
their golden years. But in every case, we can take them to god, the father who cares for us.
Some senior occasions are more heartbreaking or embarrassing than funny. After all, what
would life end up being without the cordless mobile phone ringing faintly from where you still
left it in the fridge? Each one of the 90 short pieces contains a note to God in regards to a
topic of particular interest to seniors, a term from God in Scripture, a prayer and a location for
the reader to write their note to God.
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Ideal for the Christian senior My wife and I experienced a heck of a time during the past trying
to pick out a Christmas gift on her behalf grandparents who are in their 70s. However when we
bought this publication for them last Christmas, it was pretty obvious they enjoyed this a lot
more than anything we'd purchased for them in years past. They are both people of faith with
a great sense of humor, which means this reserve seemed on the surface to really become up
their alley. As they read it in the weeks following Christmas, they commented on what great the
book was each and every time we talked to them. As the title suggests, this group of brief
essays tells of just how many of seniors have unexpected events happen to them. I would highly
recommend this for just about any Christian senior in your daily life. Help Lord I'm Having a
Senior Moment by Karen O'Connor Laughed. This is definitely written with a Christian
perspective, and manages to become both humorous and inspirational.The author's sharing of
those events and little prayers of because of God is quite uplifting.I sent my relatives copies of
the book to share with their friends. The Lord is watching over us! Oh am I acquainted with
Senior moments. in good shape. Excellent product. I go through a small amount of it and it had
been funny, I can relate to a whole lot of it now that I'm headed toward my very own "senior
moments". It really is good to end up being reminded our heavenly Dad never includes a Senior
Moment but understands when we do.. Discovered I was regular for a Senior woman. REALLY
ENJOYABLE Browse! I was a little disappointed when I acquired it though. The book motivated
me and oh the laughs I experienced... Senior Moments have filled my friends with joy I bought
three of these to talk about with my two close friends, plus they loved it. I saw myself in a
number of of those stories! It gave me an advance notice for what's probably gonna happen
in my own "not so distant" potential.& I've lived it. It's always great to pass books ahead if they
are well crafted and fun. Therefore I'm taking the reserve over to my sister in law's 300 miles
apart that i know she'll enjoy this. Incorrect search The book itself is fine, it was a gift for my
mother. A smile Good chuckles Five Stars Another Karen O'Connor great reserve! LOL. It was a
fun read. I did so a search in Amazon for huge print books and this one popped up and
sounded great, however when I acquired it, it wasn't huge print at all. Somebody needs to fix
the metadata connected with this book to remove it from that search. Thanks. My oldest
daughter just knows I've Alzheimer's but I assure her I understand her I know my name. Precisely
what we were looking for, in good shape. Excellent product. I understand where all my children
live in addition to where I live. Four Stars says it enjoy it is!
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